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Does ecosystem accounting always 
need to be painstakingly slow?

Status quo Linked, web-based 
collaborative modeling



Why speed & accessibility matter to policy

• SEEA accounts are time-consuming to 
compile, require specialized knowledge 
& capacity development esp. in Global 
South

• Accounts, when available, are partial; 
forward-looking scenarios are equally 
hard to develop so information gets left 
out of decisions

• Equity, access, speed can all be 
improved through use of AI

Burnett 2017



ARIES for SEEA: Rapid, standardized, customizable 
environmental-economic accounting

• Global, customizable models 
approach enables SEEA EA 
compilation anywhere & 
improvement with local data 
where available
o Fast & easy to learn

• Automate production of 
maps & tabular output

• Infrastructure for the 
community to share & reuse 
interoperable data & models



https://seea.un.org/content/aries-for-seea

https://seea.un.org/sites/seea.un.org/files/how
_to_access_the_aries_for_seea.pdf



A shared vision

SEEA accounts & related indicators will be: 
1. rapidly recompilable as new science emerges,
2. quickly produced to show the most recent 

trends as new annual data become available, 
with

3. robust international comparisons possible from 
common global data, while country-specific 
customization is still easily done. 

This vision moves high-quality, meaningful 
information from scientists into the hands of 
decision makers, the public, and the media as 
quickly as possible.



SEEA interoperability strategy

1. Current state of interoperability & vision 
for the future

2. Roles & responsibilities (data providers, 
modelers, institutions incl. NSOs)

3. Implementing the strategy (pilot testing, 
engaging key stakeholders, governance, 
training/capacity building)

4. Conclusions

https://aries.integratedmodelling.org/aries-releases-a-strategy-to-
scale-up-knowledge-sharing-for-better-informed-policymaking/



Next steps

• Improved ease of uploading own 
data (i.e., customization)

• Additional ecosystem services & 
content in ecosystem 
extent/condition models; 
models for SDG/CBD indicators

• Continued country applications, 
outreach, & training aimed 
toward user-friendliness, 
equitable access, community 
endorsement

https://www.data4sdgs.org/news/why-people-are-essential-data-
interoperability

https://www.earthobservations.org/geo_blog_obs.php?id=527
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